The Frontline Insights Platform

Bringing best-in-class K-12 solutions and insights together into one unified platform
What if...

What if one unified platform could span departments, enabling school and district leaders to collaborate around real-time integrated insights? What if you could efficiently manage complementary processes — from employee absences to professional learning to evaluations — all in one place? What if you had all of the data you needed to make decisions, right at your fingertips?

You’d have technology systems working in harmony to support the front line.

And that’s why we’re partnering with education to bring you the Frontline Insights Platform.

The Frontline Insights Platform is bringing critical technologies together to give the front line on-demand, actionable insights that empower the leaders who are transforming education.

What is the Frontline Insights Platform?

The Frontline Insights Platform brings together the Frontline Education solutions, connected to Frontline Central — a single source of truth for all employee information within these systems — and built on a foundation that provides a secure, efficient and consistent user experience across all the Frontline solutions.

Here are a few of the benefits built into this foundation:

- **Save Time with a Single Sign-On**
  A unified approach to identify management means just one login for all users in the Frontline solutions. No more juggling user names and passwords!

- **Trust our Top-level Security**
  Our FERPA-compliant security policy is industry-leading, ensuring that your employee data is just as safe and secure as your student data.

- **Enjoy a Common Look & Feel**
  From a common user interface (think colors and branding) to consistent navigation, we’re making it easier than ever to move seamlessly across the Frontline solutions.

- **Get Info on the Go with Mobile Access**
  Access key functions of your Frontline solutions right from the convenience of your phone.

- **Make Decisions with Reporting & Dashboards**
  Our robust reporting tools and dashboards can be customized to your role, giving you quick and easy access to insights that can drive your decision-making.

- **Connect to Your Other Systems**
  The API Library makes it easy for you to import and export data from your other systems.

To learn more or get a demo, please visit the link below.